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1. INTRODUCTION 
Asymptotic solutions of boundary value problems for the reduced wave 
equation 
V’u + KW(x)u = 0, 
where k is a large parameter, have been extensively developed and used in 
recent years. In the regions where geometrical optics is valid (see Lewis and 
Keller [l] for details and references), the asymptotic solution of (1) in the 
form u = ei%, where ‘p and v are functions of the independent variables 
x = (x1 , 3c2 , 3 , x ) and v is a formal series in inverse powers of k, has been 
employed with great success. The geometrical theory of diffraction deve- 
loped by Keller [2] to extend geometrical optics into regions where it predicts 
an incomplete asymptotic solution, has increased the range of usefulness of 
expansions of the above form. 
However, in transition regions near caustics, shadow boundaries or source 
points, where the amplitude terms v become unbounded, modified forms of 
asymptotic expansions are needed. The boundary layer theory which involves 
the stretching of coordinates to produce a boundary layer expansion, which 
must then be matched with outer expansions of the above form, is one 
approach towards the problem of transition regions [3], [4]. We will be 
concerned here with a second method, that of uniform asymptotic expansions. 
It is similar to that developed by Langer, Olver (see [5], [6], respectively), and 
others, to treat turning point problems for ordinary differential equations. 
It has been used by Ludwig [7] and by Lewis [8], et al., to obtain asymptotic 
expansions near caustics and shadow boundaries, respectively. While specific 
problems have been solved by the uniform expansion method, a general 
theory, of the type that exists for turning point problems, has not been 
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presented for (1). It is our purpose to show how a variety of transition pheno- 
mena occurring in the geometrical theory of (I), based on expansions of the 
form u = eip%, can be treated in a systematic manner by means of uniform 
asymptotic expansions. A transition region algorithm will be introduced of 
which the “classical” algorithm presented above is a special case. By esta- 
blishing a connection between turning points and transition domains, it will 
be seen how to choose the appropriate special functions that must be used in 
the uniform expansions, by obtaining the “related equation” for each of the 
transition domains to be considered. 
2. TURNING POINTS AND TRANSITION REGIONS 
We recall the classical asymptotic theories for (1) and second order linear 
ordinary differential equations with a large parameter. The theory for (1) 
proceeds from the classical algorithm [l] 
u(x, k) = eikm(%(x, k) = eik@ go v,(x) W-“. (2) 
Introducing (2) into (1) and equating different powers of k to zero gives 
(kg2 = n2(x), (3) 
2vcp . vvn + (V2ql) v, = - WV,-,; n=0,1,2 ,...; v-r=o. (4) 
The transport Eqs. (4) are ordinary differential equations along the character- 
istic curves of the eiconal Eq. (3). I n a boundary value or source problem 
for (l), initial conditions for (3) and (4) are given. Regions where the v, 
become unbounded or discontinuous are called transition regions. Other 
forms of asymptotic expansions for (1) must be sought there. 
The classical algorithm for ordinary differential equations 
where 
Y”(X) + k2Ax, k) ~$4 = 0, 
P(X, k) = f P&> k-” 
n=o 
and k is a large parameter, is [SJ 
y = @r(+o, k) = e(ke i. v&4 W-“. (7) 
(5) 
(6) 
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Introducing (7) into (5) and equating coefficients of different powers of K to 
zero gives 
44” = PCM (8) 
The algorithm (7) leads to a complete set of formal asymptotic solutions of 
(5) in an x region where the two roots of (8) 
F%‘(x) = + ~fJ&, (10) 
remain distinct. An isolated point where these roots coalesce, i.e., a zero of 
pO(x), is called a turning point. Near there the algorithm fails to yield analytic 
solutions [for analytic coefficients in (5)]. If the p,(x) have isolated singulari- 
ties, the algorithm is also not valid, in general. 
A connection between turning points and transition regions must be sought 
by comparing Eqs. (3) and (8) and examining the possibility of singularities 
in the coefficients of (1). Since ns(x) > 0 for all x, no direct equivalent of the 
vanishing of pO(x) exists for (3). Further, in rectangular coordinates all 
coefficients in (1) are in fact regular everywhere including n”(x). The quadra- 
tic nature of (VP)~ and 4’2 is the basis of our comparisons. Given an initial 
value problem for the eiconal equation, two distinct solutions exist if the 
data are noncharacteristic, due to the quadratic nature of (VT)~. This cor- 
responds to the case for (8), when P”(X) has no zeros, in the x domain. 
For, just as the derivatives of &(x) remain distinct everywhere, so do 
the gradients V+ of both solutions to the eiconal equation, including the 
initial domain. 
If the initial domain for (3) is the envelope of characteristics curves, i.e., 
a caustic, which we assume to be smooth, there are still two solutions for CJI 
above the caustic (as well as complex solutions below it). But on the caustic, 
the gradients VP, of both solutions coincide. Thus, the caustic is equivalent 
to a turning point for (5), in that at such a point both pl,t’(jc) = 0, i.e., they 
coincide. We will see that it corresponds to a turning point of half-order (in 
Langer’s terminology) [5], the correspondence being determined by the 
order of contact of the gradients of both solutions of (3). It is clear that to 
make a strict comparison between turning points and transition domains, 
we must require that the order of contact of the gradients VP remain fixed 
on the initial domain. This rules out initial data which is noncharacteristic on 
part of the initial domain and characteristic elsewhere. Each part must be 
dealt with separately. The neighborhood of the transition points or curves in 
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the initial domain where the data shifts from noncharacteristic to character- 
istic poses a special problem. For some cases, a perturbation method may be 
used to solve this case in terms of known transition region expansions. It will 
be discussed elsewhere. 
If the data on the initial domain are characteristic, there are infinitely 
many solutions of (3) possible. Since FIJI is now an interior derivative on the 
initial domain, it must also correspond to a turning point of some order for (5). 
In many diffraction problems there are generally two solutions of (3) which 
have a common set of characteristic curves, say along a shadow boundary. 
The order of contact of Cp, for both solutions is of first order, and this corres- 
ponds to first order turning points for (5). If the contact of the two solutions 
is higher, we relate them to a higher order turning point. We again assume 
the data is characteristic everywhere on the initial domain. 
Other types of initial value problems for (3) involve lower dimensional 
initial domains. Thus, for a point source, the initial domain is just the source 
point. There are two solutions to (3), the two halves of the characteristic 
conoid. The limiting gradients VP, of these solutions differ in direction at the 
initial point corresponding to incoming and outgoing waves. Thus, it cor- 
responds to zero order turning point but some coefficients of (1) will become 
singular at that point in the appropriate coordinate system. If noncharacteri- 
stic initial data is given along a curve in a three dimensional problem, there 
are also two solutions, which may be considered as a single singular solution 
whose gradient is not defined along the curve. However, the limiting direc- 
tions of the gradients VP, of both branches are distinct. Again, we have a zero 
order turning point situation but with a singularity in the coefficients of (1) 
along the curve. We will not discuss here transition regions which result 
from the intersection of two transition regions of the above types, e.g., a 
caustic with a cusp. Uniform expansions do exist for such regions and in 
some cases may be obtained by a perturbation method as indicated above. 
They will be discussed elsewhere as they correspond to exceptional cases in 
turning point theory which have not yet been treated in a general way. 
We now investigate the solutions to the above initial value problems for the 
eiconal equation more closely. Expressing the eiconal equation in a local 
coordinate system with respect to the initial domain, such that one coordinate 
is along the normal direction, we may expand the solution in a series of 
powers (possibly fractional) of the normal coordinate. Such expansions 
were given by Keller [2] for a caustic and further analyzed by Ludwig [7]. 
The form of these expansions leads to the following results. The details have 
been carried out for 9 = 1, but will not be presented here. If the data are 
noncharacteristic, we may write the two solutions of (3) as 
9% = 0 f w, (11) 
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where w vanishes on the initial domain, while V’W is not zero there. If 8 = 0, 
we have 
which are the solutions for a point initial domain. Clearly, VP, is not zero at 
the initial point. If the initial domain is a smooth caustic, we may write 
cp* = L9 f 3 p2, (13) 
where p = 0 on the caustic. For the characteristic case taking two solutions 
with first order contact on the initial domain, we have 
(14) 
with p = 0 on the domain. If the contact of Vv* is of higher order we need 
a higher power of p. 
It is seen that, in fact, every solution has the form (1 I), with w vanishing 
on the initial domain but not necessarily VW. For noncharacteristic and point 
initial domains of the type considered above, VW # 0 on the domain. For, 
we have 
(VW)2 = $ { 1 - VP+ . VqL}. (15) 
Thus, unless Vrp, and VT- have the same direction, in which case 
vp+-vqL= l,(V w ) 2 will not vanish. On common characteristics or caustics, 
VP+ = VT- , but the level curves or surfaces q~k = const have contact of 
different order there. This is brought out by expressing w in terms of /3 and 
p, in (13) and (14), where VP and Vp are nonzero on the initial domains. The 
order of vanishing of VW on the initial domain must be compared to the order 
to which pa(~) vanishes at the turning point. If p,,(x) = O(X), assuming the 
turning point to be at x = 0, it’s of half-order, but for p,,(x) = O(S), the 
turning point is of first order. If ps(x) d oesn’t vanish at all, in some x region, 
there is a zero order turning point. We note that the term 0 which appears in 
(1 l), (13), and (14), results from the higher dimensionality of the initial 
domain in relation to the one dimensional problem for (5), where the turning 
point is zero dimensional. In fact, when the initial domain is zero dimensional 
as in (12), the two solutions of (3) d’ff 1 er only in sign, just as in (10). It is 
therefore, appropriate to compare the behavior of w at the initial domain 
with that of p,,(x) at the turning point. We shall refer to these initial domains 
as turning domains. 
409/30/I-I 1 
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3. THE TURNING DOMAIN ALGORITHM 
The turning point algorithm used by Langer [5], Olver [6], and others, for 
(5) consists of the formal expansion 
y(x, k) = -4(x, K) w(x, k) + + B(.v, k) v , (16) 
where A(x, k) and B(x, K) are expanded in inverse powers of k and w(z, K) 
satisfies the “related equation” 
g + K’q(z, K) w = 0. 
The variable z = Z(X) is required to be a regular function of X. The related 
equation must be such that its solution is effected more easily than that of (5), 
while &z, A) depends on the nature of the turning point and the singularities 
ofp(x, k) in (5). The coefficients A,(X) and B,(x) in the expansions of A and B 
are required to be regular in the domain of interest, including the turning or 
singular point. That is, if (16) is introduced into (5) and the coefficients of 
w, (dw/dz) and different powers of K are equated to zero, the equations result- 
ing for the A, and B,, must have regular solutions. These conditions, together 
with the above on Z(X) lead to a complete determination of q(~, k), which may 
itself be a power series in k-l. 
The discussion of Section 3 leads to the following turning region algorithm. 
Noting the presence of ~9 in both yl- and the relation between w and P,(X), we 
look for solution of (1) in the form, 
24 = eikeW(x, k). (18) 
The case 0 = 0 is also included in our discussion. Except for the case 0 = 0, 
we will assume from now on that KG(X) = 1. This will lead to a simplification 
in our calculations but will not obscure the essential features of the uniform 
expansions as they exist for all choices of n”(x). The equation for W(x, K) is 
vw+k2/p -(ve)21 w+$2vemv+v2enq/ =o. (19) 
If we try to use the classical algorithm (2) for (19), that is, 
W(x, k) = eikocx) go w,(x) (W”, 
the new eiconal equation would be 
(Vu)2 = i - (vey. 
(20) 
(21) 
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Noting (1 l)-(14), we can immediately identify the different types of turning 
domains for (19) from the order of vanishing of (V’U)~ on these domains. 
The case of a lower dimensional turning domain may also be studied as 
follows. For a point domain with 8 = 0, in three and two dimensions, we 
introduce spherical and polar coordinates, respectively, with origin at that 
point into (1). Factoring out r-l and r--1/2 in three and two dimensions, 
respectively, where Y is the radial coordinate, leads to a new equation whose 
coefficient of u is k2n2(x) and k2n2(x) + (1/4r “) in three and two dimensions, 
respectively. The new equations still have zero order turning points at Y = 0, 
but while the three dimensional case is nonsingular at that point, the two 
dimensional case is singular. The differentiated terms do have singularities, 
however. The special case of an axial caustic corresponds to a noncharac- 
teristic lower dimensional initial value problem on an axis of symmetry, say 
the z axis. Letting Y be a radial coordinate and factoring out Y-I/~ from (l), 
i e * *> u = Y+/~V leads to 
Vr, + Vz, + k2 [ 1 + &] v= 0, (22) 
assuming axial symmetry and rz2 = 1. This equation has a zero order turning 
domain, Y = 0, but a singularity is there. This problem can also be studied 
directly from Eq. (1) without reduction to (22). This will be done below. 
Also, there is no need to factor out r-l and yr112 in the point initial domain 
problem, to obtain uniform expansions. We have just done so to indicate the 
presence of a singularity at that point, in relation to the form of (5). 
The turning region algorithm takes the form 
u(x, k) = eike 
1 
g(x, k) H(a, k) + $k(x, k) -1 , (23) 
where g and h are expanded in inverse powers of k, and H(a, k) satisfies the 
related equation 
d2H 
do2 + k2Q(a, k) H = 0. 
The bracketed item in (23) is actually the turning region algorithm for (19) 
and then (18) leads to the correct algorithm for (1). Suppose r is a variable 
measuring distance normal to the turning domain. We then require that Q be 
a regular function of 7, just as Z(X) was a regular function of x in the above. 
The coefficients g, and & in the expansions of g and h must be regular at the 
turning domain and within the transition region. These conditions specify 
Q(u, k). While for Eq. (5) the turning point algorithm led to a complete 
set of asymptotic solutions, no such general result can be obtained for (1). 
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Rather, corresponding to each transition region, we obtain formal uniform 
asymptotic expansions, which must replace expansions of the form (2) in 
those regions. While the algorithm gives uniform expansions which reduce 
to expansions of the classical type (2) outside the transition regions, in most 
cases, except for source problems, the classical expansions are used to provide 
initial data for the transport equations for g,, and h,, . In the shadow boundary 
problem, for instance, the initial data determines the form of Q(a, K), while 
for the caustic problem, Q(u, K) is independent of the data provided by the 
nonuniform expansions for v& . 
We shall give related equations for all the above cases in the next section 
and consider some cases in detail, showing how to determine Q(a, k) and 
solve the transport equations for g,, and h,, . 
4. THE RELATED EQUATIONS 
The related equations for the cases of zero, half and first order turning 
points with no coincident singularities are [5] 
g + k2 [a’ + $2(k)] w = 0, (27) 
respectively. G(k) is a series in inverse powers of k which depends on p(x, k) 
in (5). Related equations for (5), wherep,(x) doesn’t vanish and p,(x) behaves 
like (C/X*) at x = 0, have been given by Olver [6] in certain cases. They are 
Bessel’s equations whose order depends on the constant c in pa(x). 
For Eq. (l), the zero order turning domain with no coincident singularities 
corresponds essentially to the case where the classical algorithm is valid. In 
this case, the related Eq. (24) has the form (25) so that no further discussion 
is needed. The half-order turning domain has the Airy Eq. (26) as its related 
equation. This case has been fully discussed by Ludwig [7]. The first order 
turning domain has not been discussed in full generality in the literature. 
The appropriate related equation has the form (27) which is a Weber 
equation. A uniform asymptotic expansion for the point source problem in 
two and three dimensions, i.e., a point initial domain, has been given by 
Babich [9]. The related equations for these cases with zero order turning 
points are Bessel’s equations. For an axial caustic, i.e., a zero order turning 
region with a singularity, the related equation is Bessel’s equation of zero 
order. This case has apparently not been discussed previously. We will 
consider the last three cases in some detail. 
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For a first order turning domain, we identify in the algorithm (23), a 
with p, as it was defined in (14). With this choice the condition on o in relation 
to T, given below Eq. (24), is satisfied since Vp # 0 on p = 0. As the related 
equation, we take 
H”(kllzp) + k [pz - +] H(k112p) = 0, cw 
where OL is a constant independent of k, which will be determined below. Then, 
H” + kpW = iaH’ - 2k1J2pH. (29) 
We do not need the full expansion G(k) to obtain regular functions g, and k, 
for our problem. We write (23) as 
’ u(x, k) = eikB /g(x, k) H(k’l”p) + ik1/2 H’(k’i2p) h(x, k)/ , (30) 
where h is slightly altered from (23). Then, 
s-iks{v% + k%} = k2[1 - (ve)2] Hg - iks/z[l - (VQ2] H’h 
+ ik3/s(2VB . VP) H’h + k(2Vf3 . Vp) H”h + k(Vp)2 H”g 
- ik1/2(Vp)2 H”h + ik(2VB . Vg + V2fIg) H 
+ klIr(2Vt . Vh + W3h) H’ + klir[2Vp . Vg + V2pg] H’ 
- iH”[2Vp . Vh + V2ph] + (V2g) H + & (V2h) H’ = 0 
(31) 
Now from (VcpS2 = 1 it follows that 
(ve)z + P*(v~)z = 1, (32) 
ve - vp = 0, (33) 
but this can also be seen to be a consequence of (31) if (28) and (29) are used 
to simplify results. Conversely, if (32) and (33) are assumed, then the form 
of the related Eq. (28) for H can be derived from the requirement that g 
and h must be regular at the turning domain. This will not be carried out 
here. Using (28), (29) and (32), (33), gives 
ikH(2VB . Vg + V2eg + OLD g + 2p(V~)~ h + 2pzVp . Vh + p2V2ph) 
+ k112H’(2Vp . Vg + Ppg + 2VB . Vh + V28h + a(Vp)” h} 
+ H{V2g + 2o~Vp * Vh + aV2ph) + & H’[V”h] = 0. (34) 
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We set 
g(x, 4 = f &2(x) w-“9 
?I=0 
(35) 
h(x, k) = i h,(x) (ik)-“. 
n=o 
(36) 
Equating coefficients of H, H’ and diierent powers of k to zero results in, 
2V9 * Vg,, + V2&n + @p)‘g,, + p2(2Vp . Wz + V2phn) + OPT h,, 
= - [V2g,,-l + @‘p . VL, + V2pL.,)]; n = 0, l,...; g-, = h-, = 0. 
(37) 
2V8 . Vh, + V20hn + am h,, + 2Vp * Vg,, + V2pg,, = - V2h,-,; 
n = 0, l,...; g-, = h-, = 0. (38) 
Multiply (38) by p and add and subtract it from (37). This gives, after some 
simplifications, 
2V~s * W,* + (V2w + (a F 1) (VP)“) G,* 
= - [V2G,* + (a ‘F 1) (2Vp . Oh,-, + V2ph,&], (39) 
where 
W=gnf~k, w 
and qk is defined in (14). 
To compare the transport Eqs. (39) with those given in (4), we set 
to obtain 
G,,* = p~+Zn* (41) 
2&J,, * v&a* + v2v*zn* + (a F 1 f 2&J (VPJ2 zn* 
= - p-A*[V2G:-, + (a F 1) (2Vp * Vh,, + V2ph,-r)]. (42) 
Letting 
(43) 
makes the left hand side of (42) identical with that of (4). In fact, for n = 0, 
both equations are the same and for OL = 1, i.e., A, = 0, the equations for 
Z,+ are identical with those in (4). Now, when p = 0, (39) and (42) are 
ordinary differential equations along that curve where VT+ = Vq- , and 
according to our previous condition on the nature of the initial domain no 
other rays of C+J+ or cp-can intersect the line p = 0. For such an intersection 
would imply that the ray system of ‘p+ or ‘p- has a caustic on that line, so that 
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two transition regions intersect there. In applying our expansion to a particular 
problem, we assume two classical expansions of the form (2) to be given 
outside the transition region, such that one expansion becomes singular at 
the characteristic turning line, while the other may or may not have a jump 
discontinuity across it. An example of such a case occurs near the totally 
reflected ray separating the domains of regular and total reflection resulting 
from a source above the interface [l]. There, the reflected field is not singular 
across the totally reflected characteristic line, but the diffracted or lateral 
wave becomes singular there. The choice 01 = 2, makes both G,* regular 
at turning line p = 0. Note that once h, or h- is chosen to make G,+ or G,,- 
regular, ar is already determined and both exponents in pA* are fixed. 
In the case of diffraction by a thin screen [8], the shadow boundary plays 
the role of the turning domain. In this problem the classical expansion 
involving v+ (the incident wave), say, is given, and the diffracted wave expan- 
sion for IJJ- must be determined. The rays for CJI- are given by geometrical 
diffraction theory and using the boundary conditions on the screen and the 
edge, a solution must be found. The edge is a lower dimensional initial domain 
for the solution of (VP-)” = 1, so that p- is singular along it. Thus, the 
transport equations for v- are valid along rays which intersect at the edge, 
which itself intersects the shadow boundary. Yet, if we choose h- = 1 or 
OL = 1, the terms G,- remains finite not only on the shadow boundary p = 0, 
away from the edge, but on the edge also. (See [S]). Then X, = 0, and on 
evaluating the uniform expansion asymptotically, the expansion for Q+ has a 
discontinuity across the shadow boundary as expected from geometrical 
optics. In general, we should pick 01 such that G,* are regular functions near 
p = 0 and G,,+ = G,,-, when p = 0. Then, h, is also regular at p = 0 and all 
the g, and h, are regular. 
For the case of an axial caustic, with n2 = 1, we may use (30) rather 
than (1). The caustic curve, Y = 0, is a zero order turning curve with a 
coincident singularity. The related equation is 
H”(k w) + [A2 + &] fqkw) = 0, 
whose bounded solutions at w = 0 can be expressed as 
H(ku) = (kw)l/2 ],(kw), 
where Jo is the zero order Bessel function. Here, VW # 0 on the caustic, and 
(w/r) is finite at r = 0. 
An alternative method for this problem involving (1) directly rather than 
(30) is based in the algorithm 
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Here, qi = 0 f w as in (1 l), and (VW) j 0 on the axis. The term (kw) J,(Kw) 
is used in (46) rather than J,,‘(Kw), to simplify the calculations, and use is 
made of the equations J,,‘(Kw) = - ],(Kw) and [(Ku) Jr(Kw)]’ = (Rw) I,,(&). 
We insert (46) into (l), expand g and h in the usual way, and equate coefficients 
of Is, Jr and different powers of K to zero. Adding and subtracting the coef- 
ficients of J0 and J1 for each power of k, we obtain 
2Vv* . VG,* + [V$* -& +] Gn+ = - (Vzg,-r f wV2h,-r), (47) 
where 
G* = gn f whn , (48) 
and ~JJ& is defined as above. The coefficient of G,* is regular at w = 0. Using 
the assumed axial symmetry of the problem, so that the p;t and h, are even 
functions of w, we conclude that all the g, and h, are regular at w = 0, in 
view of (47). Let 
G,* = wll=Zn’, (49) 
then the equations for Z,* are the usual transport equations of the type (4) 
for n = 0, while the higher order equations for Zn*, 12 > 0 have the same 
left side as (4). To determine the Gn*, we note that for w = 0; we have 
G,* = g,, . Since an expansion of the classical type (2) is given for this 
problem involving either ‘p+ or v- , G,+ or G,-, respectively, can be deter- 
mined outside the transition region using the classical expansions’ coefficients 
as data for (48). Then g, is known on the axial caustic w = 0, and this pro- 
vides initial data for the second as yet undetermined set of transport terms 
G,+ or G,-. 
The two dimensional point source problem can be considered as a special 
case of the axial caustic problem with 13 = 0. If we again assume n2 = 1 
as we did above, the solution of the related equation is itself an exact solution 
of (1). Therefore, we assume rz”(~) is arbitrary but positive and regular. 
The strength of the source is given in the problem, and from this data a 
unique asymptotic solution must be determined. Equation (12) for IJQ prevails 
for this problem, and we may use the algorithm (46) in the form, 
u(x, k) = 1 f@‘(lup) g(x, k) + & (kv) H;)(b) 4x9 4 1, (50) 
where we’ve set B = 0 and replaced Jo by Hill, the zero order Hankel 
function of the first kind, J1 by HiI’ and w by C+X The related equation is 
identical to that for the axial caustic, except that we now choose the singular 
solution, since this is a source problem. The term go(x) in the expansion 
of g(x, K) is determined by the strength of the point source, while all other 
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g,, and A, are required to be regular at v = 0 and also to be such that all 
terms in (50) except the leading order term g,,@’ are finite at 4 = 0. Intro- 
ducing (50) into (1) yields the transport equations identical with (47) except 
that pk = f 4, so that we have, instead, 
where we’ve written the equations of g, and yh,, separately by addition and 
subtraction of the single set in the form (47). Now the coefficients of g, and 
4hn in the above are regular and nonzero at v = 0, so that the homogeneous 
forms of Eqs. (51) and (52) have regular nonzero solutions near v = 0 
for g, and $h, . Note that if cphn is nonzero at v = 0, h, is singular there. 
Since g,&,(1) is the only singular term permitted in expansion (50) at ‘p = 0, 
no nonzero solution of the homogeneous equationL[g,] = 0 can be admitted 
for n > 0. Similarly, no nonzero solutions of the homogeneous equation 
L(vh,J = 0 can be admitted for all 71. Then, if we insist that the particular 
solutions of (51) and (52) be regular at v = 0, we obtain unique solutions for 
all equations in g, , n > 0 and h, , 1z > 0. The initial condition for L(gJ = 0 
is assumed to be given in the problem at 4 = 0. Therefore, (50) can be 
uniquely determined. 
An alternative form of the source point expansion, in any number of 
dimensions greater than one, is given by Babich [9]. Specialized to two dimen- 
sions it can be written in our notation as 
(53) 
Using recursion formulas for Hankel functions, this form can reduce to the 
form (50). While Babich did not obtain (53) in this way, it can be obtained 
by applying to (l), Courant’s [lo] discussion of Hadamard’s method for 
deriving the fundamental solution for second order hyperbolic and elliptic 
equations. This method applies to dimensions N > 2 as well, so we describe 
it generally. It proceeds from an expansion of the form 
4~s 4 = f ~n(~)gn(x), 
?I=0 
where r is defined as the solution of 
(54) 
(W)2 = 4fqx) r (55) 
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and 
& w7 = &-l(r). (56) 
In our problem, I’ = (I&” = $. Using Hadamard’s arguments at the point 
source [they are quite similar to those set forth in our discussion of the 
algorithm (50)], we would obtain 
T 
rs-, + p se1 = l-s; + ; S,’ = 0 (57) 
as the equation for S,, , where N is the dimension of the space. We note, 
however, that Hadamard’s arguments remain valid in our problem if we 
replace (57) by 
rs,+~s,+~s,=rs;+~s/+~s,=0. (58) 
We choose the singular solution of (57) and (58) and note that the addition 
of (K2/4) S, in (58) d oes not enhance or diminish the singular behavior of S,, 
at r = 0, but affects only its behavior as r-t co. Omitting this last term 
would render the expansion nonuniform, In this approach, we may consider 
(58) to be the related equation. Once S, is determined from (58), and for 
N = 2, we have 
s,(r) = f@)(k 10) = H$)(K~). (5% 
the method of Courant to determine all the g, is valid, even though his 
choice of S, and, therefore, the S, for n > 0, differs. Without giving the 
details of the calculations, we state that the resulting expansion (54) has the 
form of (53). 
Finally, we add that for a point source in three dimensions the procedure 
presented below Eq. (50) remains valid if H,,(1) is replaced by the singular 
solution of the appropriate related equation 
d2H ~‘gg’k2H:o. 
This equation leads to Hankel functions of half-integral order. 
5. CONCLUSION 
(60) 
We have presented a general method for obtaining uniform asymptotic 
expansions for the reduced wave Eq. (l), valid in various transition regions. 
The requirement that the transition region or turning domain be of fixed 
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type rules out many problems of interest, but it also enables a simple and 
useful comparison to be made with turning point theory for ordinary dif- 
ferential Eqs. (5). Turning domains, not of fixed type, have partial differential 
related equations, in general, rather than the ordinary differential equation 
encountered. In some cases, by introducing a suitable parameter, our expan- 
sions obtained above for fixed transition regions can be used for more general 
transition regions. These methods will be discussed elsewhere. 
Further, the concept of “coincidence patterns” for root differences in 
turning point problems, introduced and developed by Langer, can be general- 
ized to partial differential equations. Thus, uniform expansions for certain 
partial differential equations of higher order or systems of such equations 
can be generated by the knowledge of uniform expansions for (1) or a second 
order hyperbolic equation. This can occur if the generalized eiconal or 
characteristic equations possess coincidences of solutions similar to those 
considered above for the eiconal Eq. (3). Ludwig [7] has used this concept 
in some of his work. 
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